August 22, 2022

Dear Friends,

We are less than 3 weeks away from the 21st Annual Mountain Harvest Festival!

For the last ten years, the Creative Coalition has bolstered our local economy and creative sector by serving our membership, hosting events, expanding public art, and deepening our community collaborations. This year, our team builds on the rich history of Mountain Harvest Festival by supporting local artists, regional musicians, local farmers and the downtown business community. The majority of the festival is in Paonia Town Park with a special street party on Grand Ave.

New in 2022 is Downtown Dinner & Dancing live on Grand Ave on Saturday night. Patrons are invited to grab dinner at Louie’s, Nido, Rio Bravo or Simple Cafe or Poulos Pop-ups while relaxing in the Shadescapes lounge. Headliners on the Grand Stage include Devotchka from Denver (cabaret-gypsy-rock), Tropa Magica from LA (psychedelic cumbia-punk) and local Greg Schochet & Little America (swing). The night will be capped off with local acts Baby Wolf & Bad Bones Band at the Paradise Theatre and Dustdrops at the Hearth. We know this will be a night to remember!

We have made it a priority to keep the entire festival free to the public. We hope you will donate to keep the magic alive this year and in years to come. We have 20K more to raise prior to the festival and we hope you can help us reach our goal.

Sincerely,
Creative Coalition Festival Team

Amy DeLuca - Director
Judd Kleinman - Operations
Kaspar Keil - Volunteers
Lil McClure - Vendors
Mary George - Finance
Rob Miller - Talent
Shawn Larson - Food & Bev
Susie Kaldis - Marketing
## SPONSORSHIP - LEVELS + BENEFITS

All Sponsors will be recognized from the stage at Mountain Harvest Festival

### IDEA MAKER $250-499
- Name/Logo on Website
- Mention from Stage
- Group Social Media Post
- MHF Sticker

### PLACE MAKER $500-999
- Name/Logo on Website
- Mention from Stage
- Group Social Media Post
- MHF Sticker
- Name/Logo on MHF Poster

### DREAM MAKER $1,000-2,499
- Name/Logo on Website
- Mention from Stage
- Group Social Media Post
- MHF Sticker
- Name/Logo on MHF Poster
- Mention in Press Release
- Logo on Stage Banner
- Sponsor Spotlight in Newsletter & Social Media
- MHF commemorative Poster signed by artist
- MHF T-Shirt

### STAR GAZER $2,500-4,999
- Name/Logo on Website
- Mention from Stage
- Group Social Media Post
- MHF Sticker
- Name/Logo on MHF Poster
- Mention in Press Release
- Logo on Stage Banner
- Sponsor Spotlight in Newsletter & Social Media
- MHF commemorative Poster signed by artist
- MHF T-Shirt
- Name/Logo in Footer of Website & Newsletter Year-round

### TRAILBLAZER $5,000+
- Website
- Mention from Stage
- Group Social Media Post
- MHF Sticker
- Name/Logo on MHF Poster
- Mention in Press Release
- Logo on Stage Banner
- Sponsor Spotlight in Newsletter & Social Media
- MHF commemorative Poster signed by artist
- MHF T-Shirt
- Name/Logo in Footer of Website & Newsletter Year-round
- Custom "Be Local Gift" Basket
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